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Rotational bands in the odd-odd nucleus, ' Re, have been studied via the 'Ta(o. ,3ny)' Re,"W(p, ny)' Re, and "W(p, 3ny)' Re reactions, using Ge y-ray detectors in a variety of singles,
coincidence, delayed coincidence, and angular distribution experiments. Four rotational bands were
characterized extensively: 7+ [rr z [402$]csI vT~ [624t]], triplet coupling (64-h ' Res) to J=16;
2+, singlet coupling (12.7-h "Re ), to J=12; 9 [~2 [514&]vz [624t]], triplet band head

(t~~2 ——6+2 ns) at 443.1 keV, to J=15; and 4 [n2 [541&]cmv& [624t]], triplet band head

(tl~2 ——780+90 ns) at 461.3 keV above ' Re . All four bands are highly distorted from Coriolis ef-
fects. g& and gz were deduced and agree with the assigned configurations. A four-quasiparticle
isomer (tl~2 ——88+8 ns) was located at 2256.3 keV and is characterized as an oblate girdle about the
basic prolate core.

NUCLEAR REACTIONS Ta(~,3ny) Re, W(p, ny) Re,"W(p, 3ny)" Re; y-ray singles, y-y coin, delayed coin, y-0; Ge detectors; deter-
mined E~, I~, I~(8), g&, g&, deduced states in odd-odd "Re, J, E, tie»

calculated rotational band parameters, Coriolis effects, isomer configuration.

I. INTRODUCTION

In odd-odd nuclei nature has provided us with micro-
cosmic laboratories for studying the proton-neutron resid-
ual interactions. However, there are some serious compli-
cations and strings attached. Low Q values for P decay
from their even-even parents prevent comprehensive stud-
ies except for nuclei quite far from stability, and only in
recent years have experimental and computational tech-
niques been developed to deal handily with nuclei far from
stability. Also, the very high level density of odd-odd nu-
clei has made their study by in-beam spectroscopy diffi-
cult. Even when relatively complete level schemes have
been worked out by high-resolution in-beam y-ray spec-
troscopy, for example, the abundance of states and conse-
quent ease of configuration interaction and mixing has
made interpretation of the states rather tenuous. The re-
sult, of course, is that published studies and analyses of
odd-odd nuclei are few and far between. Nature's micro-
labs have had few tenants.

Highly deformed odd-odd nuclei are perhaps the most
accessible, both to experiment and to interpretation. Here
the difficulties are ameliorated in three ways: First, the
fact that states come in bands rather than singly gives one
a powerful handle with which to sort them out. Second,
because of projection quantum numbers, these nuclei have
only algebraic, rather than vectorial, couplings between
the odd-proton and odd-neutron states. Although the
overall density of states remains very high, the number of
intrinsic states below a given excitation energy is consider-
ably lower than in comparable odd-odd spherical nuclei.
Last, and by no means least, because of the enhanced na-
ture of intraband y transitions, there is a tendency for a

highly excited nucleus to "lock in" on one or a few rota-
tional bands and to deexcite primarily by these. This is
particularly true when intrinsic high-spin bands are avail-
able that can provide yrast or near-yrast states up to or
near the entrance population of states excited by the reac-
tion that formed the nucleus in question.

75Relo7 thus makes a good odd-odd candidate for
study. It lies in a well-deformed region, targets are readily
available for its production for in-beam y-ray spectroscop-
ic studies, and both single-particle and collective modes of
excitation have been reasonably well characterized in
many nearby nuclei.

Prior to this work the following was known about
182R

Some dozen or so low-lying, low-spin states in ' Re
had been identified through the electron-capture decay of
22.0-h ' Os. ' Both because of the J"=0+ of ' Os and
its small decay energy (Q, =850 keV), an insufficient
number of states was excited in any one band to enable
much to be done in the way of organizing the states into
bands or of characterizing any bands themselves. Assign-
ments of structures were made pretty much on the basis of
expected systematics and reasonable self-consistency.
(There is a considerable amount of disagreement among
the findings in Refs. 1—7.)

Two isomers of ' Re itself are known, a J =7+ 64-h
activity and a 2+ 12.7-h activity, the latter presumably the
"ground state" populated by

' Os decay. The decay
schemes of these have been studied in detail, and they
populate high-spin " and low-spin' ' ' states, respec-
tively, in ' W. There is no observable isomeric transition
between the two isomers, and the 7+ 64-h isomer decays
exclusively by electron capture to higher-lying states in
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W, so the energy relationship between the two has not
been determined experimentally. It was suggested' that
the two are the triplet {2=1) and singlet (2=0) couplings
of the m —,

'
[402&] and v —,

'
[624&] Nilsson single-particle

states, and this is corroborated by recent determinations
of their magnetic moments. Assuming the validity of the
Gallagher-Moszkowski coupling rules, ' this means that
the (triplet) 7+ 64-h isomer is ' Rd' and the (singlet) 2+
12.7-h isomer is ' Re . The energy difference between
them is expected to be of the order of (many) tens of keV.

In-beam y-ray studies on ' Re were first performed by
Hjorth, Ryde, and Skanberg, ' who by means of y-ray sin-
gles and angular distribution data [taken with a Ge(Li)
detector] from the ' 'Ta(a, 3ny)' Re reaction identified
two rotational bands„each of six members. They suggest-
ed K =7 for the "lower" band and K=4 or 5 for the

Upper one.
The position of these bands was reversed by Medsker

et al. ,' who also used the ' 'Ta(u, 3ny)' Re reaction but
added y-y coincidence measurements. They suggested a

7+ tm
—', [402t]v —', [624t] I

assignment for the lower band and a

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Target and (a,3ny) reaction

A self-supporting, =4 mg/cm thick foil of natural Ta
(99.988% ' 'Ta) was the target for the ' 'Ta(a, 3ny)' Re
reaction. The a-particle beam from the Michigan State
University 50-MeV sector-focused cyclotron was used,
and a rough excitation function established that the op-
timum a-particle energy for the 's'Ta(a, 3ny)' Re reac-
tion was 38 MeV.

B. SiIlgles g-rag spectra

Singles y-ray spectra were taken with a low-energy pho-
ton spectrometer (LEPS), a Ge{Li) detector having a reso-
lution of 650 eV for the Co 122-keV line. This detector
was oriented at 125' relative to the beam direction in order
to minimize effects due to angular distributions of the y
rays —125' is a node of I'2. Data were recorded for y rays
up to 1 MeV in energy, and the spectra were analyzed in
the standard manner, using the computer code sAMpQ.
A resulting singles spectrum is shown in Fig. 1. The 61 y
rays we identified as originating from ' Re are listed in
Table I, together with the intensities we determined from
these data. Unless otherwise noted, only y rays seen in
coincidence with assigned transitions (cf. below) are in-
cluded.

9-
I ~—', [514']sv—', [624t] I

assignment for the upper one.
%e have studied rotational bands in ' Re populated via

the ' 'Ta(o. ,3ny) ' Re reaction, supplemented by the
W(p, ny)' Re and ' W(p, 3ny)' Re reactions. Using

various combinations of Ge(Li) detectors we have per-
formed y-ray singles, coincidence (y-y-t), and angular-
distribution experiments. Our results confirm the band
placements and assignments of Medsker et al. and extend
the bands up to high-spin members. We have identified
two new bands with E =2+ and 4 and a high-spin
(J) 15) metastable (t»2 ——88+8 ns) state at 2256.4 keV.
Also, from branching ratios obtained for the 7+ band, to-
gether with the recently measured g factor of ' Re, we
infer the value of gz to be 0.10+0.07. We discuss the
bands in terms of Nilsson state assignments and extract
band parameters, including the effects of Coriolis cou-
pling. No backbending was observed for any of the bands.
[Since only moderate values of the rotational angular
momentum (R(10) were attained, this is not a stringent
test of the rotationally aligned pair model of backbending,
where backbending would be expected only at higher
values of R, if at all. ] Finally, the high-spin metastable
state is discussed as a possible candidate for a "near-yrast
trap, " i.e., four-quasiparticle state with the j *s aligned
mostly along the axis of symmetry thereby producing an
"oblate girdle" about the basic prolate core and a possible
"band head" for an effectiue rotation about the axis of
symmetry, similar to those observed ir even-even Hf iso-
topes.

C. y-y-f coincidence spectra

Three parameter y-y-t coincidence data were taken us-
ing two true-coaxial Ge(Li) detectors having 4.5% and
7% efficiencies and =2.1 keV resolutions FWHM for the

Co 1333-keV y ray. These detectors were placed at +90'
to the beam direction, and absorbers of about 0.3 cm each
of Cu and Cd foil were placed in front of the detectors to
minimize the contributions of x rays to the count rate.
The data were written event by event on magnetic tape for
later off-hne sorting and analysis; a resolving time 2r of
=60 ns was used. Some 27 X 10 events were accumulated
during the two-day experiment. An integral coincidence

T
Ta((2, &ny)' Re y-Roy Singles

ir~ cUa' t ~ ~ cu~ C) irico , C)

l000 2000 5000 4000
Channel Number

FIG. 1. S1nglcs f"ray spcctTUIQ frQHl tile Ta(A, 3nf ) Rc
reaction taken vvith a LEPS Ge(Li) detector. Only the more in-
tcnsc f Iays aI'c la%cled 1n this flgorc fo1 a complete 11stlng scc
Table I.
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TABLE I. y-rays observed from the ' 'Ta(a, 3ny)' Re reaction.

Ez (kev)' E, {keV)'

55.6b

76.3
79.8
95.7

107 1'
119.5
131.4
136.4"
152.3(0.2)
154.1
160.4(0.2)
161.3(0.2)
175.1
179.3
180.2
181.8
185.3
191.6'
197.2
209.3
210.6
212.6
217.0
220.8
230.1(0.3)
231.8
234.9
237.6
258.9
260.9
263.3

b
2.4(0.2)
3.4(0.2)
4.2(0.3)
7.9{0.5)
s.3(o.3)
8.8(0.2)

17(1)
1.6(0.4)

80{5)

11.7(0.7)

8{1)
8(l)

31(2)
43(3)
36(2)
6.3(0.4)

18(1)
37(2)

5.5(0.3)
23(2)
4.3(0.5)
2.5(O. 3)

s.s(o.3)
23(l)
16(1)
15(1)
8.9(0.5 )

6.3(0.4)

268.0
276.0
281.2(0.2)
282.3(0.2)
289.0
292.2
303.0
303.6
321.3
323.3
339 5'
341.7
344.6
358.2(0.2)
391.2
395.9
397.8
437.6
444.2
450.1

461.3
493.8
498.3'
539.9
543.3
583.8
585.7
624.5
647.3
662.7

3.2(0.2)
6.1(0.4)

11(1)
6(1)

100
4.4(0.3)
6(1)
4(1)
4.2{0.3)
2.5(0.2)

14(1)
1.8(0.2)
3.4(0.3)
1.5(0.2)
5.1(0.3)
6.4(0.4)

17(1)
6.5(0.4)
9.2(0.6)

18(1)
33(2)
11(1)
21(1)

8.4(0.5)
13(1)
6.9(0.5)

13(0.8)
9(1)
4.9(0.4)
3.6(0.3)

Unless otherwise indicated, the uncertainty in E~ is +0.1 kev.
Because of the low-energy background, we could not see this y ray; however, it has been observed and placed from "Os decay (Ref.
1).
'This peak is an unresolved multiplet of ' Re y rays.
This peak is an unresolved multiplet containing a component from a nucleus produced by competing reactions.

spectrum is shown in Fig. 2, and illustrative gated spectra
are shown in Fig. 3. Following the coincidence experi-
ment, the LEPS detector was used to count the residual
target activity. Approximately 90% of this activity re-
sulted from 64-h ' Res.

D. Delayed spectra

Early in our coincidence experiments it became evident
that a number of states in ' Re had half-lives commensu-
rate or long in comparison with the resolving time. Thus,
we investigated the delayed spectra resulting from the
deexcitation of these states with the LEPS detector and a
beam sweeper on the cyclotron. The beam sweeper de-
flects a variable fraction of the cyclotron beam bursts
away from the target. Spectra (both singles and coin-
cidence) were taken during the interval the beam was off,
with this interval being divided into nine equal time

10'
CD

O

CL

cn 10
CD
C3

CD

O
C3

' ' ra (a, &ny)'8~Re ~-) -t
Integral Coincidence

3Ip 0 1000 2000
Channe I Number

5000 4o0o

FIG. 2. Integral coincidence spectrum from the
' 'Ta(a, 3ny)' Re reaction.
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FIG 3 S 1 t d gates coincidence spectra from the "'Ta(a,3ny)" Re reaction. These are gated slices of the spectrum shown ineec e
182 f hFig. 2. They illustrate gates set on transitions within each of the four major rotational bands observed in Re and also on two of t e

important interband transitions.

bands. Two time ranges were investigated. The shorter
one used intervals between beam bursts, with an overall
time scale of =50 ns. The longer one had the beam de-
flected away from the target for eight bursts or =400 ns.
These experiments will be referred to in more detail at the
appropriate places while discussing construction of the
level scheme.

E. y-ray angular distributions

We used the LEPS detector in a goniometer to obtain
y-ray angular distributions. Data were collected at six an-
gles (taken in random order) relative to the beam direc-
tion: 90', 105', 115', 130', 140', and 145'. (Data taken for
the last angle, 105', were of poorer quality because of the
buildup of ' Re activity in the target, so they were gen-
erally omitted from the analysis. ) The y-ray peak areas
were evaluated and fitted to the usual expression,

W(8) =Ap+A2P2(cos8)+A4P4(cos8) .

In Fig. 4 we show some examples of least-squares fits to
the data. Az/Ap and A4/Ap coefficients derived from the
fits are listed in Table II. Target and product x rays were
used for the normalizations.

F. (p,ny) and (p, 3ny) reactions

Two new rotational bands of low K were identified in
our (a,3ny) experiments. Since the (a,3ny) reaction pre-
ferentially excites states of higher spin, we performed
(p,ny) and (p,3ny) experiments, hoping to gain further in-
formation on these low-K bands. We used a 10-MeV
beam of protons from the MSU 50-MeV sector-focused
cyclotron on a ' W target to induce the ' W(p, ny)' Re
reaction and a 29-MeV beam on a ' W target to induce
the ' W(p, 3ny)' Re reaction. The targets were enriched
to =95% in their respective isotopes (obtained from Oak
Ridge National Laboratory) and were mounted on Form-
var. A singles y-ray spectrum, taken by the LEPS detec-
tor, from the ' W(p, ny)' Re reaction is shown in Fig. 5.
These proton-induced reactions did not produce signifi-
cant new information regarding the previously identified
bands.

III. LEVEL SCHEME

The ' Re level scheme we were able to construct from
our in-beam y-ray data is shown in Fig. 6. For compar-
ison, the (low-spin) states populated by the decay' of

Os are shown tn F&g. 7.
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FIG. 5. Singles y-ray spectrum from the ' ~W(p, ny)' 2Re re-
action taken with a I EPS Cxe(l.i) detector. Gnly a few intense y
rays are labeled for orientation purposes.

FIG. 4. Angular distributions for selected y rays, showing

different multipolarities, from the "'Ta(a,3ny)" Re reaction.
The curves are least-square fits to the data points.

A. 7+ and 9 bands

States in odd-odd nuclei can be characterized by cou-
pling the known single-particle states found in their odd-
mass ncighboIs. Figure 8 shows thc positions of thcsc
odd-mass states: the 3 =181 states were taken from the
compilation of Ref. 20; the A =183 states, from Ref. 21.
We would thus expect the ground state of ' Re to result
from coupling the —', [402 t] proton state with the
9 +

[624t] neutron state. This coupling produces a 7+
triplet (X= 1) state and a 2+ singlet (X=O) state, and, ac-
cording to the Gallagher-Moszkowski coupling rules, ' the
triplet state should lie some tens of keV lower. Presum-
ably, then, the 7+ coupling is the ground state, while the
2+ coupling could well be the metastable state. Atomic
beams experiments have in fact established that 12.7-h

Re has a spin of 2, and the decay" of 64-h ' Re has
narrowed its assignment to 7+,6—. The two known iso-
mers of Re are thus consistent with the predicted cou-
pling» with thc 7 64-h Isomer bcIng Rc, thc 2 12.7-h
isomer being ' Re . Because of the large spin difference,
no isomeric transitions between the two can be observed.
(The Moszkowski single-particle estimate for a 100-keV
M5 transition yields a half-life of =10 yr, and even

correcting this for a conversion coefficient of =10 leaves
little hope of ever observing such a transition. ) For the
purposes of this work we shall assume the 7+ state to be

Res. Numerous coincidence relations among the y rays
allow us to constru. ct a rotational band on this 7+ state,
definitely up to the 14+ member and very likely as high as

the 16+ member. We shall see (in Sec. V below) that the
band parameters cofI'oboI'Rtc this Rsslgnmcnt.

Our assignment of

7+ I~—', [402t]ev —', [6241]I

for this lowest band in ' Re is consistent with that of
Medsker et aI., ' who reversed the positions of the bands
originaHy suggested by Hjorth, Ryde, and Skanberg. '

The E values originally assigned by Hjorth, Ryde, and
Skanberg were too small because they did not include
Coriolis coupling. (The Coriolis operator introduces a
negative J(J+1) term and a positiue J (J+1) term into
thc I'otational-cncrgy expansion. This means that thc Rp-

parent value of K obtained from a straightforward appli-
cation of the rotational-energy equation is too small unless
these terms are taken into account. The v —, [624t] state,9+

which enters into both of the bands they originally ob-

served, originating from the spherical i»&z state, intro-
duces particularly large Coriolis matrix elements. Since
Hjorth, Ryde, and Skanberg were "seeking" a K =7+
state as the most likely ground state, their artificially
small cxtIactcd vRlUc of K for what tuI'ns oUt to bc actURl-

ly a K =9 band led them to interchange the correct po-
sitions of their bands. )

(Our coincidcIlcc I'csUlts, in Rgl cement with those of
Medsker et a/. , indicate that a rotational band based on a
state at 443.1 keV feeds into the 154.1-keV 8+ member of
the K =7 band via 289.0-keV interband transition. The
assignment of J =9 ta the 443.1-keV state is based on a
nUIIlbcI' of consldcI'Rtlons.
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Transition
(1 eV)

TABLE II. Angular distribution results from the ' 'Ta(a, 3ny)" Re reaction.

Assignment

(J;~~y) A4/A o

154.1
185.3
212.6
237.6
260.9
282.3
339.5
397.8
450.1

498.3
543.3

8+~ 7+
9+~ 8+

10+—+ 9+
11+~ 10+
12+~ 11+
13+~ 12+
9+~ 7+

10+~ 8+
11+~ 9+
12+—+ 10+
13+ 11+

0.227+0.011
0.304+0.016
0.314+0.027
0.396+0.018
0.427+0.026
0.405 +0.030
0.304+0.102
0.310+0.076
0.224+0.029
0.335+0.017
0.341+0.091

0.037+0.013
0.044+0.017
0.045+0.035
0.072+0.023
0.081+0.038
0.081+0.044
0.058+0.137

—0.063+0.105
—0.072+0.035
—0.135+0.018
—0.074+0.150

181.8
209.3
234.9
258.9
281.2
391.2
444.2

10 ~ 9
11 —+ 10
12 ~ 11
13 —+ 12
14 -+ 13
11 —+ 9
12 -+ 10

0.159+0.018
0.219+0.012
0.261+0.036
0.209+0.058
0.325+0.151
0.368+0.065
0.451+0.008

—0.012+0.025
0.032+0.015
0.029+0.049

—0.013+0.075
0.067+0.203
0.002+0.106
0.158+0.012

107.1
131.4
160.4
217.0

6 ~ 5

7 —+ 6
8 —+ 7

10 ~ 9

—0.382+0.051
—0.384+0.024
—0.469+0.036
—0.527+0.059

0.054+0.091
0.026+0.036

—0.021+0.063
0.142+0.086

95.7
119.5
161.3

5+~ 4+
6+ 5+
8+ 7+

—0.228+0.031
—0.266+0.018
—0.271 +0.027

0.032+0.048
0.032+0.028
0.065+0.043

289.2
344.6
647.3

9 ~ 8+
15 —+ 15
15 -+ 14

—0.147+0.006
0.608+0.119
0.591+0.197

0.028+0.009
—0.112+0.159

0.310+0.317

First, our experimental angular distribution data for the
289.0-keV transition are shown in Fig. 9, where they are
superimposed on a plot of a number of calculated angular
distributions. It can be seen from this figure that the
289.0-keV transition must be either a stretched dipole
(9~8) or an 8~8 quadrupole. Another argument against
the quadrupole transition is that a quadrupole transition
from an 8— state would be expected to populate the 7+
ground state to a much greater extent than the 8+ 154.1-
keV state. (Both the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and the
transition energies favor the 7+ ground state. ) This is not
seen experimentally, suggesting a 9+-assignment for the
443.1-keV state.

Referring to Fig. 8, we see that the only likely couplings
that can produce either K =8 or 9 states are the triplet
coupling of the —', [514&] proton with the —', [624t] neu-
tron to yield a 9 state and the singlet coupling of the

[404&] proton with the —,
' [624'] neutron to yield an

8+ state. The 9 state is energetically favored to be the
443.1-keV state.

The timing experiments with the 50-ns time scale estab-
lished that the 154.1- and 289.0-keV y rays are delayed,
coming from a state having a half-life of 6+2 ns. Now,

the single-particle estimates predict half-lives of
1.3)&10 ' s for a 289.0-keV E 1 and 1.4&&10 ' s for an
M 1, yielding retardations of 4.6 &( 10 and 4.3 &( 10,
respectively. However, E 1 transitions in deformed nuclei
are routinely retarded by such factors (because of viola-
tions of selection rules on the asymptotic quantum num-
bers), whereas corresponding M 1 transitions are not usu-
ally retarded much at all. In fact, although the 289.0-keV
transition is probably an E 1, it involves

[514t ]~m —, [4021],
and its half-life corresponds closely to this observed transi-
tion in ' Re.

Coincidence relations among the y transitions enabled
us to construct a rotational band on the 443.1-keV state
up through the 15 member. The 281.-2- and 282.3-keV
peaks were not resolved in the integral coincidence spec-
trum, but, by selectively gating over portions of the com-
posite peak, it was possible to assign them unequivocally
to the 9 and 7+ bands, respectively. A similar procedure
was carried out for the doublets at 303 and 585 keV.

The final argument in favor of the proposed assignment
will be considered in more detail in Sec. IV. The intrinsic
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FIG. 6. Re level scheme constructed from the present in-beam y-ray data. All energies are given in keV, and y-ray intensities182

(photon intensities not corrected for conversion) are normalized to the 289.0-keV transition. There is no observable isomeric transi-
tion between the 2+ and 7+ bands. The 7+ band is presumed to be the ground state (see the text); consequently, energies of states in
the 2+ and 4 bands are increased by b, the separation energy between the 7+ and 2+ states. (Assuming these two states to be the
triplet and singlet couplings of the same proton-neutron pair, 6 is expected to be of the order of 50 keV. ) When the neutron state is
inverted{~), this indicates a singlet coupling. The 15+ (ABCY) configuration is one of two possible for the 2256.3-keV rnetastable
state, the other being 15; see the text for a complete discussion.

gyromagnetic ratio, g~, obtained for the rotational band
built on the 443.1-keV state is inconsistent with an

8+ [rr —, [404']gv —', [624(] j

assignment but agrees with the

9 [n ', [514t]v —', [—6241'j j

assignment.

B. 2+ and 4 bands

Two additional rotational bands were populated intense-
ly enough to allow the characterization of many members
in each. These are a low-spin band that meets the require-
ments for 2+ ' Re as its band head and a medium-spin
band based on a state 461.3 keV above ' Re .

The assignments of the states to the 2+ band based on
Re, the singlet coupling of

[402t]v —,
' [624t],

is based on self-consistent, circumstantial evidence. The
55.6-keV 3+~2+ transition identified in the decay' of

Os could not be found in coincidence gates set on upper
members of the band, presumably because of the poor effi-
ciency of the coincidence electronics for low-energy y rays
(cf. below). The 76.3-keV transition was seen clearly only
in the spectrum created by summing the coincidence gates
set on other members of the band. However, the transi-
tion energy, intensity, and angular distribution of this
transition are consistent with its assignment to this
band —as are those of the other transitions within the
band.

No unexplained transitions having energies greater than
70 keV are seen in prompt gates set on the lower spin
band members or in the spectrum created by summing de-
layed gates set to emphasize transitions out of a meta-
stable state. This implies that either the band head has a
very long half-life, with the result that no significant
number of coincidence events occur within the range of
the timing circuit, or that any depopulating transitions
have such a low energy that they are either detected with
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(exceedingly) low efficiency or are masked by x rays. In
the latter case, such transitions very likely would feed
states that emit at least some y rays that would be seen in
coincidence with transitions within the band. The fact
that no such coincident events were observed suggests the
former as the more likely possibility. And this, in turn,
leads us to suggest that the band head is in fact ' Re .

The assignment of its members to a 2+ rotational band
having the same moment of inertia as the 7+ band works
out very well within simple empirical band systematics.
For example, using the value of iii /~ (9.63 keV) found
from only the 7+-8+ spacing in the 7+ band yields calcu-
lated spins of 1.89, 2.96, 3.97, and 5.21 for the first four
members of the 2+ band. If one accounts for band distor-
tions (cf. Sec. V), the fit is quite good for all the observed
members (up to J =12+), lending further credence to its
being the singlet coupling of

[402T]sv—', [6241] .

As expected, the transitions within the 2+ band were
seen more intensely relative to transitions in the 7+ and
9 bands in the spectra from the (p,ny) and (p,3ny) reac-
tions than they were in spectra from the (a,3ny) reaction.
No predictions of spin based on g factors (cf. Sec. IV)
were possible for this band because the angular distribu-
tions of transitions within this band are consistent with ei-
ther positive or negative values of 5.

The band we assigned K =4, based on a state 461.3
keV above ' Re, was populated more strongly by the
(a,3ny) reaction. Timing data established that the 461.3-
keV transition proceeds (directly or indirectly) from a
state having a half-life of 780+90 ns. No y-ray peaks
were seen in prompt coincidence gates set on the 461.3-
keV peak or in delayed gates set to emphasize transitions
fed by the 461.3-keV transitions. From this we conclude
that this transition feeds directly either the 7+ or the 2+
isomer. Delayed coincidence gates verify that a rotational
band is built on the 461.3-keV state: Peaks at 107.1,
131.4, and 160.4 keV were seen directly in the spectra pro-
duced by the delayed gates, while transitions between
higher members of the band were found from prompt
gates set on these three transitions.

The 79.8-keV 5 ~4 transition was not seen in
prompt coincidence spectra resulting from gates set on
other transitions from the band. This was because of an
instrumental problem: the peak of the time-to-amplitude
converter (TAC) spectrum became very spread out for y
rays with energies below =100 keV. The 79.8-keV peak
was observed, however, in the spectra resulting from de-
layed gates set on the 107.1- and 131.4-keV y rays, and it
figured prominently in the spectrum created by summing
the delayed gates set on the other intraband transitions.
Timing experiments established that the 79.8-keV transi-
tion is a "prompt" transition. Further, its energy, intensi-
ty, and angular distribution are consistent with its place-
ment in the band.

Deducing the E value of this band can be done in two
ways, via band systematics and via characteristics of the
461.3-keV transition. Both are consistent with a 4 as-
signment.

TABLE III. ' Re y-ray half-life estimates.

Single-particle estimates (Ref. 23) Experiment

461.3-keV
transition

E1
M1
E2
M2
E3
M3

3.2X 10-" s
3.5X10 " s
6.3x10 ' s
1.7X 10 s
1.9x 10 s

25X10 s

7.80+0.90X 10 s

344.6-keV
transition
E1
M1
E2
M2
E3
M3

7.6X 10-" s
84x10 ' s
2.7X 10 s

7.6X10 ' s
1.5X10 3 s
1.9X10 2 s

(see text)
2.14+0.20X10 ' s

647.3-keV
transition
E1
M1
E2
M2
E3
M3

1.1X10-" s
12X 10 ' s
1.2X10 ' s
3.3X10 s
1.8x 10-' s
39X 10 s

1.49+0.14X 10 s

The transitions associated with this band, including the
461.3-keV depopulating transition, are seen more intense-
ly, relative to transitions associated with the 7+ and 9
bands, in the (p,ny) and (p,3ny) reactions as opposed to
the (a,3ny) reaction. This alone suggests that its base spin
is somewhat less than 7. Now, deducing spins from band
spacings can be somewhat uncertain, since we are dealing
with possibly highly distorted bands in this nucleus; there
is considerable uncertainty in trying to determine the rota-
tional constant, iii /~, a priori N. evertheless, one can
make some coarse estimates. Using fi /~=9. 63 keV, as
determined for the 7+ band, we obtained calculated J
values of 3.14, 4.56, 5.82, and 7.33 for the first four
members of this new band, using only the J(J+1) term
from the rotational energy equation. Using iri /~=9.09
keV, as determined for the even more distorted 9 band,
the calculated J values become 3.39, 4.89, 6.23, and 7.82.
Note that by this procedure we have (partially) corrected
for the tendency of the spins to appear too small because
of Coriolis mixing. The 9 band is more distorted by
Coriolis mixing than is the 7+ band; thus, its A' /~ value
leads to trial values of spin for the new band that are
larger than if we had used the higher values of fi /~ as
obtained from the 7+ band. At this point in the deduc-
tion process we cannot say whether the unrenormalized
fi /2Jr value for this new band is larger or smaller than
that for the 9 band. However, it is clear that there is a
large odd-even spacing displacement in this new band,
which usually indicates considerable Coriolis mixing.
This simple analysis suggests K =3 or 4 as possibilities.
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(The distortions in this and other bands will be considered
in greater detail in Sec. V.)

Our measured half-life for the 461.3-keV state, which
deexcites solely by the 461.3-keV y transition, is 780+90
ns. In Table III we show the Weisskopf-Moszkowski
single-particle estimates for various multipolarities for
this transition. These seem to indicate quite clearly that it
is an M2 transition. (Even considering that E 1 transi-
tions in this deformed region are quite often retarded by
factors of = 10, an E 1 does not seem indicated here, and
there is no reason a priori to suspect severe retardations
for the other multipolarities. ) The calculated ax for a
461.3-keV M2 is only slightly greater than 0.1, which
should not change the single-particle estimate by much.
This is quite consistent with the 461.3-keV band head be-

ing J =4 and deexciting to the 2+ ' Re .
The only low-lying configuration (cf. Fig. 8) for a 4

band is the triplet coupling of

IO

(A

CD
I—

0
C)

(D

Re High-Lying Isomer

—keV y

[5411j v —', [624t] .

(The presence of the 0= —,
'

proton state in addition to the
I ]3/p derived —, neutron state will be shown in Sec. V to
account for the extraordinarily severe Coriolis distortion
of this band. )

It should be noted that a problem remains concerning
the deexcitation pattern of the 4 461.3-keV state, viz. ,
the absence of a transition to the 3+ member of the 2+
band at 55.6 keV. With our assignments, an E 1 transition
would be highly forbidden, but an M2 (or an E 1 with M2
internal selection rules) would be expected. The Clebsch-
Gordan factor is 0.31/0. 55 for M2 branching to the
3+/2+ states. The energy dependence lowers this to 0.30,
which makes the absence of such a transition rather
surprising. (The Clebsch-Gordan and energy factors
strongly discriminate against transitions to the 4+ or 5+
members of the 2+ band. )

The angular distribution of the 461.3-keV y ray is near-
ly isotropic (because of the half-life of the 461.3-keU
state). However, we did measure a value of Aq/Ao ——0.04,
compared with the value of Az/Ao ——0.12+0.05 obtained
by Hjorth, Ryde, and Skanberg. ' These results are not
conclusive, but they also indicate that the 461.3-keV tran-
sition is probably quadrupole. The angular distributions
of the intraband transitions establish that 5, the mixing ra-
tio of E2 to M 1 transition amplitudes, is negative. This
is also consistent with our assigned configuration, as will
be discussed further in Sec. IV.

C. High-lying, high-spin isomer

Data from the "slow" delayed coincidence experiment
indicate that all transitions within the 9 band are de-
layed. The measured half-life, determined from the decay
curves of the 181.8- and 209.3-keV transitions shown in
Fig. 10, is 88+8 ns.

Coincidence data revealed that the 15 and 14
members of the 9 band are fed by transitions of 344.6
and 647.3 keV, respectively. A placement of either of
these transitions within the band is contrary to predicted
rotational behavior. Consequently, these transitions were

O. I 0. [

T( s)

FIG. 10. Half-life determination of the rnetastable state at
2256.3 keV in "Re. Decays of two of the more easily fit peaks
from transitions in the 9 rotational band were followed.

placed deexciting a state at 2256.3 keV, having a half-life
of 88+8 ns.

Delayed coincidence gates were set on all of the easily
resolvable transitions within the 9 band. The resulting
spectra were then summed, and an appropriate fraction of
the integral coincidence spectrum was subtracted to elim-
inate part of the prompt and chance contamination. The
resulting spectra are shown in Fig. 11. From these spec-
tra we conclude that transitions of 268.0 and 358.2 keV
feed the metastable state at 2256.3 keV. (These two y rays
are not in coincidence with each other. ) As a check, de-
layed gates were set on these peaks to emphasize transi-
tions following the metastable state. In both gates only
the 344.6- and 647.3-keV peaks and peaks from transi-
tions within the 9 band appear. Thus, we conclude that
the metastable state decays exclusively through the 9 ro-
tational band.

The partial half-lives of the 344.6- and 647.3-keV y
transitions are 214+20 and 149+ 14 ns, respectively.
These are compared with single-particle estimates in Table
III, where it is seen that they are most compatible with
M2 assignments. However, since they populate the 15
and 14 members of a rotational band, they must neces-
sarily be E1 and M2 or M 1 and E2, respectively, with or
without some compatible admixing. (We can, in this case,
safely rule out higher multipolarity combinations on the
basis of half-life. ) And since E 1 transitions are notorious-
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FIG. 11. Delayed coincidence spectrum to show the transi-
tions feeding into the metastable state at 2256.3 keV in "Re.
(a) The sum of delayed gate spectra on all of the easily resolved
transitions within the 9 rotational band. (b) The same spec-
trum with an appropriate amount of the integral coincidence
spectrum (shown in Fig. 2) subtracted to correct partially for
prompt and chance contributions.

ly retarded in this region, the E 1 and M2 possibility is the
more likely of the two.

The angular distributions of the 344.6- and 647.3-keV y
rays (shown in Fig. 4) are characterized by positive Az
coefficients. This establishes that neither is a stretched di-

pole transition. In fact, their angular distributions are
quite consistent with the assignment of J=15 to the
2256.3-keV metastable state. This would make the 344.6-
keV transition a 15~15 dipole (+ quadrupole?) and the
647.3-keU transition a 15~14 quadrupole.

No hard and fast conclusions can be drawn about the
J" of the 2524.3-keV state from the angular distribution
of the 268.0-keV y ray. This angular distribution only
rules out a stretched dipole or a J~J—1 quadrupole,
which indicates that the 2524.3-keV state is not likely a
member of a rotational band based on the metastable
2256.3-keV state (unless it were a stretched E2, in which
case a problem arises concerning a missing M 1). An an-
gular distribution was not obtained for the 358.2-keV y
ray, but neither is the 2614.5-keV state likely to be a
member of such a rotational band, for such a band con-
taining it would have A /2ur =11.2 keV, an unreasonable
value for this odd-odd nucleus.

Tentative assignment(s) for the principal components of
the wave function of the metastable state at 2256.3 keV
can be made on the basis of its y-deexcitation pattern and
the available orbits. It should be emphasized that what
follows is only a plausibility argument, but its conclusion
is consistent with all of the currently available data.

First, the metastable state must be a four-quasiparticle
configuration. Its high spin rules out a two-quasiparticle

configuration coupled to a vibrational state, as does its
hindered y deexcitation to the high-spin members of the
9 rotational band. Second, its deexcitation solely
through this 9 band means its structure must have some-
thing in common specifically with this band. Now, all
four well-characterized rotational bands contain the un-

coupled —, [624t] neutron state, which means we should9 +

focus our attention on the —,
' [514t] proton state. To at-

tain a spin as high as 15 means that we need to use the
highest spin single-particle orbitals available, viz. , these —,

orbitals, and recoupling the two —', [514t] protons to 8+,
I.e.,

[514t]N —, [523t]=8+,
is a plausible starting point. Adding the already uncou-
pled —, [624t] neutron state to this produces J = —,

To produce the needed spin 15, we need a —,
' proton state,

and the most likely state is m —,
' [402t]. This results in

the four-quasiparticle configuration,

15+
I m —, [514t]I81v—', [523t]

a v —,
' [402t]a v —', [624t] I .

It accounts quite naturally for the positive parity, and it
gives the deexciting y transitions the single-proton charac-

ter, —, [523t]~—,+[402t], in which one of the uncoupled

protons converts to a member of the J =0 coupled —,

proton pair. The M2 transition would be fourfold K for-
bidden, which accounts nicely for its observed half-life.
(The E 1 would be retarded, as usual, for half a dozen
reasons, including fivefold K forbiddenness, not to men-

tion violations of selection rules on asymptotic quantum
numbers. ) And such a configuration would be expected to
deexcite only through the 9 rotational band.

We can also come up with another plausible configura-
tion,

J =15 f ~—, [514t]NI~ —, [404&]

e~—', [402t]ev —', [624t] I .

The large A2 values for the 344.6- and 647.3-keV y rays
can suggest highly mixed X=1 and 2 transitions, probably
M 1/E2. Here one assumes that n-fold E forbiddenness
can be made to account for the relative half-lives. This
leads to negative parity for the isomeric state. In addition,
as can be discerned from Fig. 8, the m. —, [404&] state is

expected to lie at a lower energy than the m —, [523t]
state.

Thus, both 15+ and 15 are possibilities for this four-
quasiparticle state. Further studies, using beams of heavy
ions to excite and characterize members of the rotational
band based on this state should determine which is, in
fact, correct.

IV. g FACTORS

The magnitude of the nuclear magnetic moment can be
written, apart from a spin factor, as

J
P =(&gx+gz ) J+1



%'herc gg Rnd gg Rrc thc lntrlnslc and rotational gyroQlag-
netic ratios, respectively. For two-quasiparticlc states, g~
can be written as

&SX=&lSO, +&ofO,

While g~ is a function of the nuclear shape and is roughly
constant (in ' Re=0.3) for all rotational bands in a nu-
cleus, gx is determined by the intrinsic structure of a par-
ticular band. Their difference, gz —gz, is therefore more
or less constant over a band and can be related, within the
framework of the rotational model, to the mixing ratio, 5:

gg —gg 0.871Ey
(3)

Qp (J+1)(J—1) 52 '

where Qp is the intrinsic quadrupole moment and E& is
thc cascade g-traQsltlon cneI gy 1Il McV.

The mixing ratio can be determined independent of a
specific nuclear model from angular distribution measure-
ments. Using the tables of der Mateosian and Sunyar 2s

we evalulated the mixing ratios of some cascade transi-
tions ln thc 7 Rnd 9 bands. Thcsc arc glvcn ln Table
IV. The experimental A2/Ap and A&/Ap parameters de-
rived from our angular distribution data differ from the
theoretical coefficients by the attenuation factors, a2 and
cc&. These are usually related, under the assumption of a
Gaussian magnetic substate population, to the single pa-
rameter o/J, where cr is the standard deviation of the
Gaussian distribution and J is the spin of the initial state.
The attenuation factors (and hence the value of cT/J) of a
state in a rotational band can be determined from the an-
gular distributions of the E2 crossover transitions in that
same band. a/J is not expected to vary significantly from
state to state, except in the case of metastable states, for

r 5
1 1 Ey

Er
(J+1)(J—1+K)(J—1 —K)

2K (2J —1)

Table IV also includes values of 5 and
~ g» —gz ~

/Qp cal-
culated from experimental branching ratios for the 7+ and
9 bands. The transition intensities were taken at 125
with respect to the beam direction. In addition, for transi-
tions in the "delayed" 9 band, intensities were deter-
mined from the "singles" spectrum created by summing
the time-band spectra from the "slow" delayed-
coincidence experiment. Values of 5 and ~gx —git ~

/Qp
derived from these two sets of data were averaged to yield
the results listed for the 9 band.

It can be seen that the mixing ratios calculated by the
two m.ethods agree within the experimental uncertainty.
Also, the branching-ratio calculations indicate that

~ gx —gg ~
/Qp is more or less constant within each band,

as predicted by the rotational model. Further, the average

which, of course, the angular distribution of the deexciting
transitions can be severely attenuated. Therefore, an aver-
age o/J=0. 32+0.07 was used to compute mixing ratios
for'states in the 7+ band. This approximation in cr/J is
probably responsible for the slight decrease in
(gz —gz ~ /Qp with increasing J, although configuration

mixing can have the same result. Adequate angular distri-
butions were not obtained for crossover transitions in the
9 band, so for this band cr/J=0. 32+0.07 was used in the
calculation of 5.

In addition, within the framework of the rotational
model, the mixing ratio can be calculated from the
branching ratio, A,, of crossover to cascade transitions:

Cascade
transition

(keV)

TABLE IV. 5 and
~ g» —gz ~

/Qo from angular distribution results and branching ratios.

I g» gz I.d—
154.1
185.3
216.6
237.6
260.9
282.3
303.6

8+
+

10+
»+
12+
13+
14+

0.32+0.03
0.39+0.05
0.40+0.06
0.49+0.07
0.53+0.11
0.50+0.11

0.42+ 0.02
0.42+0.02

0.41+0.02
0.47+0.06

0.056+0.005
0.050+0.006
0.050+0.007
0.041+0.006
0.038+0.008
0.041+0.009

0.048+0.002
0.048+0.002

0.050+0.003
0.044+0.006

average =0.046+0.007 0.048+0.002

181.8
209.3
234.9
258.9
281.2
303.0

10
11
12
13
14
15

0.23+0.02
0.32+0.03
0.35+0.05
0.30+0.07
0.42+0.11

0.33+0.02
0.34+0.03

0.34+0.02
0.36+0.04

0.066+0.005
0.056+0.005
0.052+0.007
0.062+0.014
0.071+0.018

0.055+0.004
0.054+0.005

0.056+0.004
0.053+0.005

average =0.061%0.008 0.055+0.001

The quadrupole transition needed for the calculation of 5b, hes in an unresolved multiplet. Its intensity cannot be determined.



value of
~ gx —ga ~

/Qo determined from the angular dis-
tribution data agrees with that calculated from the
branching-ratio data. %e thus have a more or less model
independent check for the more precise branching-ratio
results.

The intrinsic quadrupole moment, Qo, of ' Re has not
been measured. However, because Qo varies rather slowly
over a region, it is possible to use the measured Qo of

W, 6.4 b with an assigned uncertainty of 15%. The
sign of gz —gz is the same as that of 5 derived from the
angular distribution data. For both the 7+ and the 9
bands, 5 was found to be positive. Using this value of Qo
and the average of ~gz —gz ~

/Qo from the branching-
ratio calculations, we obtain, for the 7+ band,

gz —g~ =0 29+0 05

The g factor of 64-h ' Re has been measured to be
0.399+0.008. This can be substituted into Eq. (1) for the
magnetic moment. Assuming E =7 for the ground-state
band, Eqs. (1) and (5) can be solved simultaneously for gx
and gz, yielding g& ——0.44+0.02 and g& ——0.15+0.07. This
value for ga is significantly smaller than the expected 0.3,
although values this small have been found ' in ' 'Dy and.
177Hf

gz can be determined independently from Eq. (2) and
the empirical values of go from the neighboring odd-mass
nuclei for the —,

'
[402T] proton and the —, [624T] neu-

tron. This yields g~ ——0.43, in agreement with our exper-
imental result.

One possible explanation for the unusually small value
obtained for gz is that Qo of ' Re is really much smaller
than the values used from neighboring nuclei. It is clear,
however, that either ga or Qo deviates substantially from
the anticipated value.

The small value of gz for ' Re obtained here might be
expected on the basis of partially confirmed calculations
of gz for several nearly odd-mass nuclei performed by
Prior, Boehm, and Nilsson. They predicted that ' Hf
and ' 'W have at values of 0.14 (or 0.12) and 0.05, respec-

tively. This reduction in ga, as compared to that of other
odd-mass nuclei, was attributed to the influence of the
outer-shell nucleons, in particular the —,

' [6241] neutron,
which, of course, is also at work in ' Re. In an odd-odd
nucleus,

W=Wp+W„.

Generally, both W~ and W„ for an odd-odd nucleus will be
greater than the corresponding values for a nucleus
comprised of one fewer proton or one fewer neutron.
However, by comparing the values of i'' /~ for 's2W,
's'Re, and ' Re (estimated from the energy difference of
the first two states of the ground-state rotational bands),
one finds that, while the odd proton of ' Re does little to
increase Wz over that of ' 'W, its odd neutron dramatical-
ly increases W„over that of ' 'Re. Thus, one might ex-
pect thega of ' Re tobe smaller than thegz of ' 'Re and
close to ga of ' 'W. The predictions of Prior, Boehm, and
Nilsson for ' 'W have not been tested experimentally.
However, their similar predictions for ' Er and ' 'Dy
have been confirmed.

Table V lists values of gz calculated in the asymptotic
limit of the deformation parameters compared with the
experimental values of gz obtained from branching ratios
in the 7+ and 9 bands. Qo was assumed to be 6.4 b, and
gz was taken to be 0.15. Although the calculations were
carried out in the asymptotic limit of deformation, no sig-
nificant changes are introduced when Nilsson wave func-
tions for a deformation appropriate to ' Re are used. It
can be seen that the experimental value of gz is quite con-
sistent with the

9 I —,
' [514T] v —', [624T] I

assignment.

TABLE V. Calculated versus experimental values of g~.

Calculated'

gx
Experimental

g~ (7+ band)
Experimental

g& (9 band)

[402 1]

[402T]

[514T]

[404&]

[402T]

[402T]

[624T]

[514&]

[624T]

—,''[624T]

[512T]

[633T]

0.39

0.52

0.44

0.37

0.60

0.63

0.50

0.88

'Calculated from the asymptotic expression,

Calculated from y-ray branching ratios according to Eqs. (3) and (4), assuming Qo
——6.4, gz ——0.15, and

Vg
——0.8g, f, .

8, t.*ff



If the validity of the rotational model is assumed and

gz and Qo are known, then gx. can be determined from the
experimental mixing ratio, 5. This experimental g~ can be
compared with calculated predictions, thereby serving as
an aid in identifying the components of states in the band
structure. Unfortunately, branching ratios were not ob-
tained for our proposed (and rather more weakly popu-
lated) 2+ and 4 bands, and the angular distribution re-
sults for transitions within these bands were insufficient to
allow us to determine 5. However, the angular distribu-
tions of the cascade transitions in the proposed 4 band
did establish that the sign of 5, and hence of (gx —gz), is
negative. This means that gx&gz, a requirement that
limits the possible assignments for the band head. In
Table VI we list calculated values for a variety of states
possibly expected at rather low excitation in Re. Of
these, only three It, =1, the K =4 and 5 states from the

[541&]ex—, [624t]

TABLE VI. Predicted values of g~ for possible bands in ' Re.

conftigul ation and tlM E =g state from the singlet coll-
pling of

[404&]ev —', [6241],
are consistent with gz (0.3. For reasons already dis-
cussed in Sec. IIIB, it is unlikely that the 780+90 ns
461.3-keV state has spin as high as 8 or as low as 1. Fur-
ther, the triplet coupling is expected to lie lower in energy
than the singlet. Thus, we have here a corroboration of
our asslgmng the

4 jm. —,
' [541&]ev—', [6241]I

configuration as the principal component of the 461.3-keV
band head.

V. BAND PARAMETERS
AND BAND DISTORTIONS

In Fig. 12 the rotational spacings of the four lower-
lying, most completely characterized bands are plotted in
the conventional manner to emphasize distortions in these
spacings. Such a plot is designed to produce a straight
line for a rotational band that follows the equation,

Proton

[4021]

[402 t]

Neutron

[624&1

[514&]

[624t]

[6241]

j; (triplet)
(singlet)

0.39

E=EO+AJ(J+1)+BJ (J+1)
A is usually comprised primarily of A /~, although the
Coriolis effect can often introduce a negative contribution,
which lowers A from the value found for nearby even-even
and, to a lesser extent, from the value for neighboring
odd-mass nuclei. 8 is small and negative for even-even
nuclei and is usually associated with "centrifugal stretch-
ing. " For other than even-even nuclei, Coriolis effects can
often add larger, positive components to the 8 term. (This
combination of a negative contribution to A and a positive
contribution to 8 is why bands distorted by Coriolis ef-
fects can appear to have a spin smaller than their actual
spin. )

[541&] [624T]

54 5 6 t 8 9 I0 II Ik I5 l4 I5 l6

IIII I I I I I I I I I I

ESP.R

[510t] 0.90 II—

/N
bJ P ~

/

[5211]

[402 t] [633)] 200

'From the asymptotic expression (with g, ff=Q Sg f ),

gz ——1/IC [g,~X~+gI~A~) k(g,„X„+g~„A„)I .

FIG. 12. Rotational spacings of lower-lying bands in ' Re,
showing the anomalous spacings, particularly in the E"=2+
and 4 bands.
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From the spacing in Fig. 12 it is obvious that the band
distortions are severe and require more to explain them
than a straightforward application of the Coriolis force up
through the J (J+1) term. In particular, the 4 and 2+
bands show odd-even distortions characteristic of E = —,

bands, of E =0 admixtures, or of bands that are beginning
to decouple from the rotational core. A complete
odd-odd Coriolis calculation, however, is beyond the scope
of the present paper and will be deferred to a later publi-
cation.

A further question arises with respect to the possibility
of backbending in odd-odd nuclei and in this nucleus in
particular. Although with the (a,3ny) reaction we have
not really reached the requisite rotational angular momen-
tum for backbending in a corresponding even-even system,
it is instructive to consider the situation.

In Fig. 13 we show a conventional "backbending"
graph, in which the moment of inertia,

~lfi =(4R' 2) l(EJ—EJ 2—),
with R'=J —j, is plotted against the square of the rota-
tional frequency

[A' co =1/4(E/ —E) 2) ] .

This type of plot removes the odd-even effects, provided
the "favored" and "unfavored" levels show the same sort
of behavior within their half-bands, and it can be seen that
the curves of Fig. 13 are indeed rather smoothly varying
ones (with the possibility of some residual distortion in
that for the 4 band). Also, there is no evidence for back-
bending, at least up to these only moderately large rota-
tional levels.

This is only negative evidence, but it does add a bit
more to the argument that backbending is primarily a re-
sult of rotational alignment of high-II particles rather
than the breaking down of pairing. This has already
been demonstrated rather conclusively for odd-mass nu-

clei, where, presuming that the breaking and rotation
aligning of an ii3/2 neutron pair was the major factor in
even-even backbending, it was found that odd-neutron nu-

clei did not backbend, whereas odd-proton nuclei did.
In other words, the odd neutron was already occupying
the a= —", (a, the projection along the rotation axis) state,

making the breaking and aligning of an ii3/3 pair less
favorable energetically, whereas the odd proton had no
such effect.

Now, in this odd-odd nucleus there are both an odd
neutron and an odd proton to block the advantages of

I

(20

~ ioo—
K =2

~H
CU 80 ~W

I
gH

~~
0 4—6O —g ~M~~O

~~
CU

~H

40—
CU

7 ~~k~ ~+r +/~+
20—

I

I82Re

0 I I I I I

0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0, IO O. I 2 0.14

cu =(EE/2)

FIG. 13. Behavior of the rotational bands in ' Re shown on
a conventional "backbending" type of plot, i.e., a plot designed
to emphasize changes in the moment of inertia such as associat-
ed with backbending.

VI. FOUR-QUASIPARTICLE ISOMER

We were able to characterize the metastable state at
2256.3 keV in ' Re as a K"=15+ or 15 state (cf. Sec.
III C) and, from its deexcitation pattern, to infer that the
most important component of its wave function is the
four-quasiparticle configuration,

breaking and aligning particles. Thus, whether it is the
l J 3/2 neutron pair or the h 9/2 proton pair that contributes
most strongly to even-even backbending in this region
does not matter; for either case backbending is less ener-

getically favorable for an odd-odd nucleus than for an
even-even nucleus until considerably higher spins are
reached.

Another question that arises from the graphs in Fig. 13
is the magnitude of the moments of inertia. Clearly, the
simple analysis of such a plot does not adequately account
for the spread in the curves. This is most obvious for the
7+ vs 2+ bands, which are primarily triplet and singlet
couplings of the same

ir —, [402T]I3v—,
' [6241]

configuration.

[523t]
15+ ' ~—,'[514&]e ' , + err —,' [402t]e v —, [624']

[404']

A moot point arises concerning the role of this state' s
structure in the competition for angular momentum de-
grees of freedom at high spins.

The possible competition between collective and few-

l

nucleon degrees of freedom in carrying large amounts of
angular momentum has been discussed by Diamond and
Stephens ' and by Bohr and Mottelson. Also, four- and
six-quasiparticle high-spin "yrast and near-yrast traps"



have been identified in even-even Hf nuclei. ' We con-
clude that the K=15 state in ' Re is such a few-quasi-
particle state and that it may very well begin to add an

oblate contribution in the form of a girdle about the ba-
sically prolate shape.

Classically, an oblate spheroid rotating about its sym-
etry axis (oblate-II) has the largest moment of inertia

[W=&o(1+0.6P), where P is the usual deformation pa-
rameter, slightly larger than b,R/R] and consequently
produces the lowest lying rotational states. This oblate-

~~
is followed in energy by a prolate spheroid rotating

about an axis perpendicular to its symmetry axis (prolate-
l), which has W =&0(1+0.3P), then by oblate-J.
[W=WO(1+0.3P)] and prolate-~

~
[&=&0(1+0.6P)]. In a

quantum-mechanical system such as nuclei, of course, the
rotations about the axes of symmetry are not defined and
the corresponding collective rotations do not exist. How-
ever, Bohr and Mottelson" pointed out that it ought to be
possible 'to have effectlU8 rotatlollal states abollt suc11 axes
consisting of few-nucleon states, i.e., the coupled few-
neutron orbitals can "effectively" act as members of a "ro-
tational" band, each member being a different few-nucleon
state. By such a mechanism an effectiue oblate-~

~

rotation-
al band could become yrast or nearly yrast at excitations
where multiquasiparticle states are energetically possible.

In Fig. 14 we show in a very styli. zed way how such a
four-quasiparticle configuration as the K =1S metastable
state could begin to make an "effective oblate" contribu-
tion to the rotation. In this figure the orbits and quantum
numbers could refer to any four nucleons, although the
lengths have been adjusted to fit Qi ———,', Q2 ———', , Q3 ———', ,
and Q4 ———,, so that they could be the three protons and
one neutron of the K =15 state. The m —,

'
[4021] state

originates from the 15~i spherical orbit, so it is the
highest-Q deformed state associated with that orbit and
has its j most aligned along the axis of symmetry. (Of
course, j is not strictly a good quantum number in these
deformed systems, and for each Q one gets a mixture of
j's from the various spherical states. Nevertheless, for

small values of p the largest single j contribution comes
from the spherical j state from which the deformed state

originated. This is particularly true for the high-spin, op-
posite parity spin-orbit-toward intruder states such as
i~~32 and h ii~2, but it remains valid enough not to affect
the qualitative arguments in this section ) .The n. , —[514$]
and m. —', [523t] states originate from the spherical hii&z
state, and the v —,

' [624t] from the ii&&2, thus, these are
not a11gned maximally along the symmetry axis~ but the11
alignment is largely in that direction. (The ir —, [404k]
state for the alternate 15 configuration from the gz&i
state also is aligned basically in that direction. ) The four
quasiparticles contribute a focus of sorts around the
midriff of the prolate core. This focus will contribute an
"oblate-~ ~" quantity toward the moment of inertia; hence,
this type of structure could well lie lower than some col-
lective prolate-l rotational states. The entire nucleus has
not become oblate, however, for the Fermi surface lies in
the wrong place to favor high-Q oblate Nilsson states.
With either of the two (1S+ or 15 ) configurations, this
state is an example of a strong-coupled high-K isomer,
corresponding here still to a prolate-l configuration, but
using single-particle degrees of freedom to carry much of
the angular momentum.

According to this picture, the state,

16+ I ~—,' [505t]em.—, [5231]

n —', [402t]v —,
' [624t]I,

17+[~—", [505']e~-', [5141]

g ~-', [402&]a v-', [624t]j,
should lie nearby at higher energies. (The n ", [5057]—
state lies only slightly further from the Fermi surface than
does the ~—, [523k] state. } Obviously, we do not have
enough information to identify either of these. With
heavy-ion beams to excite states of higher spin, tracing the
prolate versus oblate and single particle versus core com-
petitions should make a fascinating field of investigation.

VII. INCI.USIONS

axl'S

PIG. 14. Stylized sketch showing four high-Q quasiparticles
with their angular momenta uncoupled and aligned along the
symmetry axis. These four nucleons provide an "effective" ob-
late girdle about a basically prolate core.

Relatively little in-beam y-ray spectroscopy has been
performed on odd-odd nuclei, partly because it has been
assumed the resulting spectra would be so complicated
that the difficulty of analysis would not be worth the ef-
fort. For ' Re this has turned out not to be true, for the
myriad of deexcitating rivulets have all more or less con-
verged into only four rivers flowing into four rotational
bands. Very likely this will also be true for other de-
formed odd-odd nuclei, making their study a profitable
field.

Heavier ions than o,' particles are needed, however', to
explore the regions of high rotational angular momentum.
For example, although we reached states with spin as high
as 16 in these (a,3ny) studies, we excited states only as
high as 10 units of rotational angular momentum. The
remainder went into the high-spin intrinsic degrees of
freedom, which, of course, are interesting in their own
right.
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Aside from the straightforward spectroscopy of odd-
odd states, this work has demonstrated three fields of pur-
suit more or less unique to deformed odd-odd nuclei:

(l) Exploration of the Coriolis effect. Bands in odd-odd
nuclei can become extremely distorted because of Coriolis
perturbations. The Coriolis operators are single-particle
operators, and odd-odd nuclei provide twice as many par-
ticles and a far greater density of states with which to
work, especially at low excitation energies. Also, the sing-
let and triplet states can be coupled together through
higher order terms because the doubling over of the E = —,

'

state connects singlet and triplet odd-odd states. Many of
the singlet and triplet states will lie quite close together,
allowing a favorable exploration of higher order Coriolis
couplIngs.

(2) Yrast and near-yrast traps. Odd-odd nuclei are ideal
microlaboratories for finding and elucidating such states.
Here, especially, more work needs to be done at higher ro-
tational angular momentum. Experiments using beams of
heavier ions are needed. A thorough examination of the
oblate versus prolate, few particle versus collective com-
petition ought to yield some rather fundamental informa-
tIon about nuclear makeup.

(3) Backbending and perturbations in band structure
caused by large rotational angular momenta. Although
the rotationally aligned explanation of backbending seems
rather firmly established, this work on odd-odd '"Re has
added some slight evidence against the pairing-collapse

explanation of backbending. Examination of higher rota-
tional states, both in this and in other odd-odd deformed
nuclei, would be a straightforward way in which to ex-
plore this further.

In summary, we have shown in this paper that in-beam
y-ray studies of odd-odd nuclei, although complex, are
quite tractable. VAth today's high-resolution, mul-
tlcounter~ computer" mon1tored experiments~ they should
be a prime field of interest, especially at accelerators pro-
ducing beams of very heavy ions.
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